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Abstract. Measurements of charm meson production are important tests for QCD predictions and LHCb is uniquely suited to perform these measurements in the forward region.
This paper summarises recent charm meson production measurements performed by
LHCb of J/ψ and open charm mesons and the associated production of Υ and open charm
mesons. The J/ψ and open charm meson measurements are performed with data recorded
√
in Run 2 of the Large Hadron Collider. With proton-proton collisions at s = 13 TeV,
these open a new regime in which QCD predictions for charm meson production may be
precisely tested. Furthermore, ratios of cross-sections at diﬀerent centre-of-mass energies
beneﬁt of cancellation of both experimental and theoretical uncertainties, providing a new
sensitive test of the QCD calculations. Measurements of Υ and open charm meson asso√
√
ciated production are performed using s = 7 TeV and s = 8 TeV data and constitute
the ﬁrst observation of this production channel.

1 Introduction
Measurements of charm production cross-sections in proton-proton collisions are important tests of
perturbative quantum chromodynamics [1–3], and LHCb can contribute unique measurements in the
forward region. The LHCb detector is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering a pseudorapidity
range of 2 < η < 5 and is described in detail
√ in Ref. [4, 5]. Recently, LHCb measured the production
s = 13 TeV and the associated production of Υ and open
of J/ψ [6] and open
charm
mesons
[7]
at
√
√
charm mesons at s = 7 TeV and s = 8 TeV [8]. This paper summarises these measurements.
Diﬀerential measurements of J/ψ and open charm meson production test the prediction of quantum chromodynamics to very high values of rapidity, y, and allow to probe a region where the momentum fraction, x, of the initial state partons can reach values below 10−4 . In this region the uncertainties
on the gluon parton density functions are large, exceeding 30% [1, 9], and LHCb measurements can
be used to constrain them. This is especially true for measurements of cross-section ratios between
diﬀerent center-of-mass energies which beneﬁt from large cancellations in both theoretical and experimental uncertainties. Measurements of D0 , D+ , D+s , and D∗ (2010)+ (henceforth denoted as D∗+ ),
generally
referred to as D in the following, have previously been performed by the LHCb experiment
√
at s = 7 TeV [10] and of J/ψ at 2.76 TeV [11], 7 TeV [12] and 8 TeV [13].
Measurements of the associated production of two particles in the same pp interaction allow to
study the contributions of diﬀerent production mechanisms. Associated production can occur via
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single parton scattering (SPS) and double parton scattering (DPS). In the former, only one parton of
each colliding proton interacts to produce both particles while in the latter, both particles are produced
in independent parton interactions and the cross-section for the associated production approximately
factorises. LHCb has previously measured the associated production of J/ψ and open charm mesons
[14, 15] and the measured cross-sections signiﬁcantly exceed the SPS expectations but agree with
estimates for DPS.

2 Analysis strategy
The presented analyses reconstruct the ﬁnal states J/ψ → μ− μ+ , Υ → μ− μ+ , D0 → K − π+ ,
D+ → K − π+ π+ , D+s → K − K + π+ and D∗+ → D0 π+ with D0 → K − π+ . A detailed description of the
construction and selection of candidates as well the determination of the reconstruction and selection
eﬃciencies is given in Refs [6–8]. In case of the associated production measurements, candidates for
D and Υ mesons are treated separately with the exception that both must be consistent with originating
from a common vertex. Diﬀerential cross-sections are then obtained from the relation
1
Ni (M → f + c.c.)
dσi (M)
=
·
,
da
Δai εi,tot (M → f )B(M → f )Lint

(1)

where M refers to any of the studied mesons or meson pairs, Δai are the widths of a bin i of the
dependent variable a, Ni (M → f + c.c.) is the measured signal yield for decays of M to the ﬁnal
state f in bin i plus the charge-conjugated decay, εi,tot (M → f ) is the total eﬃciency for observing the
signal decay in bin i, and B(M → f ) is the branching ratio of the decay to the speciﬁc ﬁnal state, taken
from Ref. [16]. The total integrated luminosity, Lint , diﬀers for the diﬀerent sets of results presented
here. The open charm meson measurement uses 5 pb−1 and the J/ψ analysis 3 pb−1 of 13 TeV data
while the measurement of the associated production of D and Υ mesons uses 1 fb−1 of 7 TeV and
2 fb−1 of 8 TeV data.

3 Results for J/ψ production at 13 TeV
Results for J/ψ production in diﬀerent J/ψ (pT , y) bins are presented both for prompt production
at the primary vertex (PV) of the pp collision as well as secondary J/ψ from the decay of heavier,
long-lived particles (in the following referred to as from-b). The two contributions are separated from
each other and from backgrounds in each (pT , y) bin with a likelihood ﬁt in the invariant dimuon mass
m(μ+ μ− ) and the measured decay time along the beam axis tz = (z J/ψ − zPV )M J/ψ /pz . As J/ψ decays
instantaneously, the measured decay time for prompt J/ψ is compatible with 0 while the measured
pseudo decay time for J/ψ from-b follows an exponential distribution consistent with the decay of
long-lived b-hadrons.
The main measurements are the double diﬀerential cross-sections d2 σ/dpT dy for prompt and
from-b J/ψ which are given in Fig. 1. From these results, several additional results are derived,
most notably single diﬀerential cross-sections integrated over y and their ratios between 13 TeV and
8 TeV [13]. Both of these are shown in Fig. 2 for prompt J/ψ and compared to theory predictions
obtained from non-relativistic QCD calculations (NRQCD) [17]. Overall, the measured and predicted
values are in agreement albeit the measured cross-sections are at the edge of the theory predictions,
and the measured ratios are found to be consistently above the predictions. Furthermore, integrated
cross-sections are computed for prompt and from-b J/ψ in the LHCb acceptance:
σprompt = 15.30 ± 0.03 (stat) ± 0.86 (sys) μb and
σfrom-b = 2.34 ± 0.01 (stat) ± 0.13 (sys) μb.

2

(2)
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Figure 1: Measured double diﬀerential production cross-sections in pT and y for prompt J/ψ (left)
and J/ψ from-b (right).
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Figure 2: Production cross-sections in bins of pT and integrated over 2 < y < 4.5 for prompt J/ψ
(left) and their ratios between 13 and 8 TeV (right). Also shown are NRQCD calculations [17].

4 Results for open charm production at 13 TeV
Results for open charm production at 13 TeV are obtained for charm mesons produced in the interaction vertex only. Secondary charm mesons are treated as background. To determine the number of
promptly produced charm mesons, a two step ﬁt is performed. The combinatorial background contamination is estimated and constrained from a ﬁt to the invariant mass of the D candidate. Prompt
and secondary contributions are then diﬀerentiated in a second ﬁt to ln χ2IP where χ2IP is deﬁned as
the diﬀerence in χ2 of the reconstructed PV with and without the D candidate. As for J/ψ, the ﬁt is
performed in bins of (pT , y) and the main results are again the diﬀerential cross-sections d2 σ/dpT dy
measured in (pT , y) bins. In the following, only results for D0 → K − π+ are shown and the full set
of measurements are given in Ref. [7]. Fig. 3 shows the measured D0 cross-section in (pT , y) bins
together with three sets of theory predictions [1–3]. Fig. 4 shows the cross-section ratios between 13
and 7 TeV for D0 as well as the integrated cross-sections in the LHCb acceptance. Together, a similar
pattern to the one seen in the J/ψ measurement emerges: the results are in agreement with the pre-
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Figure 3: Diﬀerential D0 cross-sections measured in (pT , y) bins and compared with
POWHEG+NNPDF3.0L [1], FONLL [2] and GMVFNS [3] predictions.

dictions though generally at the edge if the theoretical uncertainties. Using measured fragmentation
fractions f (c → D) [18], estimates for the total cc cross-section are computed per meson species and
averaged to obtain
σ(pp → ccX) pT < 8 GeV/c, 2.0 < y < 4.5 = 2840 ± 3 (stat) ± 170 (syst) ± 150 (frag) μb,

(3)

which is compared to theory predictions in Fig. 4.

5 Results for associated open charm and Υ production at 7 and 8 TeV
The total number of signal events is extracted from a two-dimensional likelihood ﬁt to the invariant
masses of the Υ and D candidates. The requirement that the Υ and D candidate must be consistent
with originating from a common vertex signiﬁcantly suppresses any contributions from secondary
charm mesons and hence the yields obtained from the ﬁt are assumed to be prompt. The results
are limited by the sample size but constitute the ﬁrst observation of Υ(1S )D0 , Υ(2S )D0 , Υ(1S )D+ ,
Υ(2S )D+ and Υ(1S )D+s associated production with more than ﬁve standard deviations signiﬁcance.
For the Υ(1S ) modes, the integrated production cross-sections are calculated:
)D
= 155 ± 21 (stat) ± 7 (sys) pb and
B(Υ → μ+ μ− ) · σΥ(1S
7 TeV
Υ(1S )D0
+ −
B(Υ → μ μ ) · σ8 TeV = 250 ± 28 (stat) ± 11 (sys) pb.
0

(4)

To estimate the relative contributions of SPS and DPS, the s Plot technique is used to obtain background subtracted diﬀerential cross-section measurements. Fig. 5 shows the normalised cross-section
as a function of Δφ, the azimuthal angle between the D0 and Υ(1S ). The measured cross-section is in
good agreement with the expected distribution for the DPS case, indicating that the SPS contribution,
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Figure 4: Ratio between D0 cross-sections measurements at 13 and 7 TeV in (pT , y) bins and integrated D0 and D+ cross-sections, both compared with POWHEG+NNPDF3.0L [1] and FONLL [2]
predictions.
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Figure 5: Normalised diﬀerential Υ(1S )D0 cross-section with respect to Δφ, the diﬀerence in the
azimuthal angles of Υ(1S ) and D0 . The solid blue line shows a uniform distribution expected for
uncorrelated production via DPS and the dashed magenta and orange lines show SPS calculations
based on collinear approximation and kT factorisation, respectively [8].

where an increase is expected for Δφ ≈ π, is small. In the DPS case, the cross-section factorises into
the individual cross-sections:
σ (pp → Υcc + X) ≈

σ(pp → Υ + X) · σ(pp → cc + X)
,
σeﬀ

5

(5)
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where σeﬀ is an eﬀective cross-section which provides the proper normalisation and is expected to be
universal. To extract a value for σeﬀ , the presented results for σ (pp → ΥD + X) are divided by the
fragmentation fractions to obtain σ (pp → Υcc + X). Values for σ(pp → Υ + X) and σ(pp → cc + X)
are taken from previous measurements [10, 19]. Averaging the individual results for ΥD0 and ΥD+ at
both 7 and 8 TeV, the eﬀective cross-section
σeﬀ = 18.0 ± 1.3 (stat) ± 1.2 (sys) mb

(6)

is computed and the result is in good agreement with previous measurements.

6 Summary
This paper summarises the recent production measurements of charm mesons at LHCb. Measured
open charm and J/ψ production cross-sections at 13 TeV indicate an underestimation by the predictions for heavy-quark production, albeit the measurements are still within the theoretical uncertainties.
The measurement of the associated production of open charm and Υ at 7 TeV and 8 TeV indicates
that this process is dominated by the double parton scattering. Future measurements will beneﬁt from
the increased dataset available in Run 2 of the Large Hadron Collider and can potentially determine
the fractions of SPS and DPS contributions.
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